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budokai.cc gives it away for free and with a good reason. anyone that gets the collection gets two games for free and not just one. in order to download and install it you need to use this cfw and it is based on the version 4.51. while the ps3 won’t recognize the new collection file you can still play it in your custom firmware. cfw: well this is what is left from
the hacker known as the darkfall, he has hacked ps1, ps2, ps3 and now psp and he has also succeeded on uploading the dlc to psp through his custom firmware and he is willing to share it for free, but its a little bit tricky to install, here are the instructions: 1) run rapplicate to the psp which is a ps1 emulator (you will need the ps1 bios file) 2) open the files
with some sort of a text editor, save in a place you can find later (you can use the installer’s mtd folder as well, as well as your savedata folder) 3) after you start playing with rapplicate, the psp will eventually hang and you will need to type in a certain code to exit the app (the code is usually good at random) 4) now you’ll need to re-install the psp os from

the xmb, if not already done so. flash the package.ymn you have saved from step 1) to the psp’s sd card. 5) repeat the steps 1-4 for the psp 2 (keep in mind that this one will not install all the games at once and you will need to install some games from the installed games) 6) there’s one more step and that is to load up playstation suite, plug in the psp into
your computer via usb cable and update the software. it will now be ready to browse your psp online and download game content. if it doesn’t work you can delete ps suite and try again. i found this out on the old psp forums if you want more info. here’s the thread:
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i downloaded the nploader from a video on youtube. i did everything the way it told me to do. everything worked, but when i tried to open the iso file it said the file was
corrupted. when i tried to download the file from the nintendo.co.jp website it said i already have the latest version. i am really confused and need help. what do i need to

do to download this file? i looked at the nintendo website, and i downloaded the last version of the nintendoc_v2.zip, and when i try to open it, it says it's corrupt. i did
everything it said to do. i can't download this because my psp doesn't have a memory card. i've tried booting it from the usb, but it won't work. is there a cfw that i can use
on my psp that will allow me to update the firmware? with the release of the new prome-4 firmware, the need for irshell is growing. with it, you can play games that require
user-created firmware, such as psp online firmware. what sets this firmware apart from other versions is that it is compatible with the latest iso. in other words, if you’ve got
your games in iso format, you can use them, even with the older kernel. here’s the list of supported games. the.7z file is the latest version of irshell. at first, it didn’t work.
so, i downloaded the zip file and it worked. the.7z file is also the only one that works with the latest version of prome-4. the main difference between the.7z and zip file is

that the zip file is no longer supported. this download is for the latest firmware. hi shantotto, the plugin manager shows it as installed, and is downloadable when i go to the
psx - psp section. it is in the "nintendo ds" category, but under the "plugins" tab. is it in the wrong category? if not, how do i get it to display? thanks! 5ec8ef588b
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